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The rapid growth of air traffic is inevitably leading to congested skies, flight delays, and even more
alarmingly, a decrease in the overall safety of aerial navigation. For this reason, the provision of air navigation
services is undergoing constant modernization, necessitating a solid legal framework. This paper examines the
adequacy of the current legal framework, characterised by predominantly national regulation, with respect to
traditional and cross-border arrangements for the provision of air navigation services. Analysis shows that although
in traditional scenarios national regulation provides a satisfactory legal framework, this is not the case with respect
to the multitude of existing and envisaged cross-border scenarios. The fundamental restructuring of European
airspace envisaged in the Single European Sky legislative package raises novel liability issues that highlight the
desirability of implementing a solution on the international level.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the broad sense of the word, the term 'air navigation' is used to refer generally to the
conduct of flights.2 In the very early days of aviation, most flights were operated under visual
flight rules (VFR), which require appropriate meteorological conditions3 to be met in order for
the pilot to safely fly the aircraft, avoiding obstacles in the air and on the ground. For these
reasons, VFR flights were not well suited for international air transport, which is why the advent
of navigational aids that allowed pilots to fly aircraft under instrument flight rules (IFR) was a
true breakthrough for civil aviation. The introduction of distance measuring equipment (DME),
non-directional beacons (NDB), very-high frequency omnidirectional range beacons (VOR) and
satellite navigation systems, such as the global positioning system (GPS), made it possible to
operate flights at any time of day, and guidance from a control tower or centre became a
prerequisite for the attainment of safety and performance levels4 the civil aviation industry can
proudly boast with today.
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Technological innovations in the field of air navigation naturally lead to regulatory
advancements. For example, the ICAO Review of the General Concept of Separation Panel
concluded in 1988 that the reduction of vertical separation minima between flight level 290 and
flight level 4105 would boost the efficiency of airspace use, allowing airlines to increase capacity
and offer better scheduling.6 While such consumer benefits are undoubtedly significant, the
exponential increase in the number aircraft flying at the same time within a limited space
highlights both the scarcity of airspace as a resource and the challenges air navigation service
providers (ANSP) face in maintaining a safe, orderly, and expeditious flow of air traffic. 7
Current forecasts indicate long term growth in air traffic, with the potential of causing delays in
20% of flights by 2020 unless initiatives to modernize the current system are adopted.8 This
tremendous and growing workload invariably leads to errors in aircraft guidance that may result
in accidents, entailing important questions of ANSP liability.

2.

CURRENT LEGAL REGIME OF ANSP LIABILITY

2.1.

Consequences of the lack of an international convention

With the principal rule of international air law concerning the responsibility of air
navigation service providers contained in Article 28 of the Chicago Convention,9 and due to the
lack of an international convention on the liability of air navigation service providers, one might
presume that there is not much to be said on the matter. However, a more detailed analysis
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reveals a multitude of outstanding issues with varying degrees of practical significance, but all of
which are rather topical from a theoretical perspective.
Notwithstanding the loosely formulated obligation set out in Article 2810, states appear to
consider ANS to be their responsibility.11 However, as the majority of air navigation service
providers are public entities, scenarios in which states may escape liability for damage caused as
a result of ANSP errors cannot be discarded for reasons discussed below. 12 This is in no small
part attributable to the lack of legally binding liability rules on the international level,13 as it has
given national legislators discretion in the establishment of appropriate liability regimes, which
may be undesirable for a number of factors.
The core legal principle of state equality (par in parem non habet imperium) suggests that
state courts will not assume jurisdiction over another state or its representatives.14 This
'sovereign immunity' is restricted to claims arising out of acts of public authority (acta jure
imperii),15 which include the provision of air traffic services.16 Hence, in these cases, save for
instances where states waive their immunity on a voluntary basis, claimants often have to
address their home state to support their claim, effectively turning a private litigation into a
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matter of international relations17 where politics play a greater role than law in dispute
settlement.
The mere potential of states invoking sovereign immunity, inconsistency of state practice
and divergent views on the relevant customary or general international law18 seem to emphasise
the urgency of finding a solution on the international level that would better protect the interests
of individual claimants in ANSP liability cases. However, this is not of great practical
significance, as in practice states do not resort to sovereign immunity for damages caused by
their ANSPs due to the moral considerations involved when tragic accidents such as the 2002
Überlingen mid-air collision occur.19 In addition to this de facto waiver of state immunity,
several European states,20 have waived their liability de jure under the 1972 European
Convention on State Immunity,21 and the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and Their Property,22 which aims to achieve the same result on the international level.23
Until such international legal instrument enters into force, as far as legal regulation of state
immunity is concerned, it seems that on a global level interests of claimants in an industry as
international in character and scope as civil aviation are insufficiently protected.
Another issue here concerns the nature of national legislation. Liability of air navigation
service providers is covered by general tort law,24 rather than by dedicated legislation that would
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take into account the unique nature of risks25 involved in the provision of air navigation services.
As a result, 'just culture', aimed at increasing the safety of aerial navigation through the
promotion of error reporting by air traffic control officers,26 and other concepts tailored to the
specific characteristics of the provision of air navigation services are unfortunately not
introduced into law, preserving legal uncertainty as regards the judicial interpretation and
application of general contract and tort law in ANSP liability cases. The emergence of proposals
for a European aviation court that would be based on a just culture, be composed of experts in
the specific field and would ensure common standards in the adjudication of relevant cases27
clearly underlines the problems associated with the legal instruments currently governing the
regulation of ANSP liability.
In addition, there are significant differences in the nature of liability established under
national legislation, differences which span both substantive and procedural law. With the
exception of Switzerland, where liability of the air navigation service provider is strict, in most
countries the liability in question is based on fault.28 Of course, this has a significant impact on
the legal position of claimants, as strict liability does not require the claimant to prove all the
elements of negligence, required to invoke liability, a task which is particularly difficult to
accomplish in complex aviation accident cases. Moreover, even in the majority of cases where
the liability is fault-based, there is a degree of legal uncertainty in the imposition of the burden of
proof on the global level. For example, although generally the burden of proof in civil law cases
rests with the claimant,29 in the US it may shift in cases where policy and fairness considerations
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so require.30 Finally, the liability of air navigation service providers is generally unlimited, 31 but
may also be capped, as is the case with the contractual liability of Airways Corporation of New
Zealand. New Zealand's ANSP enters into contractual relationships with airspace users, who
accept standard terms and conditions that form part of their contract.32
On a general note, the fundamental differences between legal systems of Common Law
and Civil Law also do not add clarity to the regulation of ANSP liability on the global level,
making it more difficult and costly for claimants to seek compensation from a service provider
located outside their country of origin.33 Furthermore, national legislation is more prone to
amendment as a result of changes in political climate than international law. It is for these
reasons that an international convention on the liability of air navigation service providers is
highly recommendable.

2.2.

Positive effects of national regulation

Considerations discussed above highlight the desirability of an international legal
instrument dealing specifically with questions of ANSP liability, but do not in any way serve to
suggest that national law cannot adequately address the issues at hand. On the contrary, it is
precisely the practical capability of national law to regulate liability issues that is often presented
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as one of the arguments against the need to seek a solution on the international level.34 One of
the reasons for this is that in establishing rules for the provision of air navigation services, states
base their legislation on detailed provisions contained in the Annexes to the Chicago
Convention.35 As a result, not only does this lead to the adoption of harmonised rules, but the
provisions of Annexes become legally binding in the sense that states can no longer deviate from
observing relevant Standards and Recommended Practices,36 as that would constitute a breach of
national law.
Another positive feature of national regulation of ANSP liability issues is its capability to
quickly adapt to the changing environment of international air transport. This is particularly true
for Common law jurisdictions, characterised by case law that is binding on following decisions.
A brief excursion into the extensive US court practice helps illustrate the complexity of real-life
situations that are handled by air navigation service providers and the progressive development
of the law through judicial precedents. To exemplify the point, without going into detail as
regards the duties and responsibilities of the pilot-in-command and the air traffic control officer,
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Air Traffic Organization Policy Order establishes
that separation of aircraft is the first priority of Air Traffic Control.37 Such separation is required
principally between aircraft flying under IFR,38 all aircraft on the ground,39 as well as between
all aircraft in certain airspace categories (e.g., Class B airspace or Terminal Radar Service
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Area).40 However, while these high level rules ensure the functioning of the system as a whole,
they simply cannot envisage all possible situations that arise in practice, invariably leaving gaps
in regulation. Case law plays a crucial role in filling in these gaps and increasing the overall
safety of the system. For example, as early as the 1960s, US courts maintained that the lack of
requirement to separate VFR aircraft from other traffic does not relieve ATC from the duty to
inform aircraft on converging flight paths of the dangerous situation.41
However, this undoubtedly positive influence of legal precedents on the development of
national law in the field of air navigation services is limited to Common law jurisdictions with a
strong aviation industry, such as the US. The few cases involving ANSPs in Civil law systems
unfortunately paint an entirely different picture. For example, in ITAVIA SPA v. Ministry of
Defence, Ministry of Transport and Ministry of the Interior,42 one of the legal proceedings
following the crash of a McDonnell Douglas DC 9-15, carrying 77 passengers and 4 crew
members, the airline brought action against the three ministries under which the Italian ANSP
rendered its services. Although the authorities issued conflicting reports and no single cause of
the explosion that brought down the aircraft was established, the court of first instance awarded
ITAVIA damages. This decision was upheld by the Supreme Court of Cassation, which found
that "the duty of ANSPs to prevent possible accidents was not performed". The dangers of such
broadening of the scope of public responsibility so as to encompass events which haven't even
been properly ascertained, are evident, as it may subject ANSPs to strict liability, 43 contrary to
the generally established fault-based liability. Of course, the potential negative repercussions of
this case are limited by the non-binding status of case law within the Civil law system, however
the decision should not be taken lightly either, as lower courts in practice find the argumentation
of judgments of the Supreme Court of Cassation persuasive.44
The positive aspects of national regulation discussed herein suggest that where air
navigation services are provided within the boundaries of a state (traditional scenario), national
regulation of ANSP liability issues generally suffices.
Ibid., 7-9-1 – 7-9-2, 7-7-1.
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3.

CROSS-BORDER PROVISION OF AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES

3.1.

Formalized agreements on the delegation of air navigation services

While preceding analysis shows that national regulation of liability issues arising from
the provision of air navigation services within state boundaries might benefit from a uniform
approach, but does not unavoidably call for an international legal framework, cross-border
provision of air navigation services inextricably involves some degree of international
collaboration (between ANSPs or respective states) and raises additional liability issues for those
concerned.
The legal grounds for the cross-border provision of air navigation services are provided
in Standard 2.1.1 of Annex 11 to the Chicago Convention, which requires a state wishing to
delegate to another state the responsibility for establishing and providing air traffic services to
enter into a formal agreement to that effect with the latter.45 Naturally, due to the more complex
nature of cross-border arrangements than traditional models, such agreements also need to
address issues of jurisdiction and conflict of laws in order to ensure the protection of victims of
accidents caused by ANSP errors.46 In addition, they should provide rules on the allocation of
liability and related recourse actions, aimed at protecting the interests of states that may entertain
a claim without being liable for the error of a foreign ANSP.47 These considerations have given
rise to several different ANSP liability models,48 of which two are principally implemented in
practice.49
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Under the 'territorial state' model, most commonly found in Europe, claims are to be
addressed to the delegating state, the courts of which hear such claims in its courts and apply the
national law of that state.50 The bilateral agreement would entitle the delegating state to a right
of recourse against the provider state for compensation paid. 51 This model is, for example,
featured in the 1967 Agreement between Germany and Austria,52 the 2002 Agreement between
Germany and Switzerland,53 the 2003 Agreement between Germany and the Netherlands.54
The 'effective service provider' model renders the ANSP in question primarily liable for
damage caused.55 Although this model may be considered to have an advantage over the
territorial state model in that it does not encumber national courts with additional recourse
actions, this benefit is subdued by the potential of actions directed against the delegating state.
This is because the 'effective service provider' model usually needs to contain provisions making
it possible for actions to be brought also against the territorial state, as laws of many states do not
allow their nationals to be deprived of the fundamental right to sue their state in national courts.56
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Hence it is doubtful that the effective service provider model can be regarded as a separate and
valid alternative to the territorial state model, but rather seems to be a variation of the latter.57
The reason why the territorial model has been implemented so often in practice is
because it most closely matches the international mechanism set out in Article 28 of the Chicago
Convention, to be read in conjunction with Standard 2.1.1 of Annex 11 thereto. The delegating
state is clearly the state in whose territory air navigation services are provided, which is why it is
the one that is responsible to "provide air navigation facilities to facilitate international air
navigation".58
Due to the nature of the relatively few anticipated cross-border arrangements at the time
when this delegation mechanism was established, it was tailored to cater for bilateral agreements
on the provision of air navigation services, which are now being eclipsed by multilateral
arrangements, such as those envisaged in the Single European Sky regulations.

3.2.

Single European Sky: next generation of cross-border arrangements

The Single European Sky concept,59 which marks the beginning of a new era in crossborder provision of air navigation services, is based on a multilateral approach, which, albeit not
in conflict with the ICAO bilateral delegation mechanism, may not be entirely compatible with
the latter either. The idea of structuring airspace according to functional requirements and not
political boundaries, so as to increase the efficiency of ANSPs forms the core of the Single
European Sky concept.60 At the same time, notions 'delegating state' and 'territorial state', key to
the models discussed above, are less applicable to functional airspace blocks which involve
multilateral agreements, making it difficult to ascertain which state is delegating the provision of
57
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air navigation services. For this reason, it seems more appropriate to apply the 'provider state'
model to functional airspace blocks. The model, incorporated in the EUROCONTROL Model
Agreement on the Delegation of Air Traffic Services renders the state responsible for the
provision of air navigation services liable for the fault of its ANSP, allows claims to be brought
in courts of the providing state, which shall apply the laws of the providing state.61
As detailed and comprehensive as the Single European Sky legislative package may be, it
neither provides substantive rules on the liability of ANSPs, nor establishes provisions to resolve
conflicts of laws or jurisdiction,62 and therefore fails to provide a satisfactory framework for the
liability of ANSPs on the EU level. It seems therefore, that the Regulations favour a bottom-up
approach that leaves the regulation of this issue to EU member-states.63 Although from the
perspective of European Law such strict adherence to the principle of subsidiarity64 may be
appropriate, it is evidently not suitable for the regulation of contemporary arrangements for the
cross-border provision of air navigation services. To a great extent this is attributable to the lack
of harmonisation of civil laws and the fact that the Regulations failed to take into account the
scepticism of EU states towards multilateral liability arrangements, 65 as a result of which no
regulation of ANSP liability on the international level is currently in place.
However, this stalemate must not continue, as practice has already shown that absent an
international agreement, states may end up compensating victims without any recourse against
the ANSP at fault. To illustrate the point, one can turn to the 2002 Überlingen mid-air collision.
German national law upholds the state primary liability doctrine, whereas Swiss national law
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endorses the state ultimate liability doctrine.66 Notwithstanding the fact that the effective crossborder service provider at fault was the Swiss ANSP, the German state could not, under national
law, redirect the plaintiff to the former. As N. van Antwerpen points out, had the German state
entered into a treaty with Switzerland, had the parties agreed on relevant liability issues and had
Germany implemented these arrangements in its national laws the outcome could have been
different.67
Finally, an important constitutive element of the Single European Sky concept is the
Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) project. Launched as a public-private partnership,
and composed of two founding members (EU and EUROCONTROL), SESAR relies on its 15
industry members to develop technical solutions reducing the fragmentation of European
airspace.68 Naturally, this modernization of the current ATM system will undoubtedly lead to the
automation of the provision of air navigation services, raising new liability issues and
emphasising yet again the need to address these topical issues on an international level.
Hence it seems that both the concept of functional airspace blocks and the relevant
technical developments significantly impact the environment in which ANSPs operate and thus
stress the importance of establishing a solid international framework governing the various
liability issues resulting from the cross-border provision of air navigation services.

4.

CONCLUSION

The continuous growth of air traffic sharing a common, scarce resource, necessitates
constant improvements of air navigation services in order to ensure appropriate safety levels.
Thankfully, low figures of aviation incidents and accidents caused as a result of ANSP errors
suggest that safety levels are indeed high. However as rare as they may be, ANSP errors have the
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potential of causing terrible damage to life and property. It is for this reason that the legal
regulation of the liability of air navigation service providers is such an important issue.
The analysis of the current legal regime of ANSP liability in traditional scenarios,
involving the provision of air navigation services over the territory of the ANSP's home state,
has demonstrated that the national legislation in place, notwithstanding important drawbacks in
terms of legal uncertainty from the standpoint of victims of aviation accidents, offers an
acceptable regulatory framework. While the conclusion of a complementary international
convention in these traditional scenarios seems desirable, it becomes extremely attractive in the
context of cross-border provision of air navigation services.
The adoption of the Single European Sky legislative package can be viewed as a
significant stimulus for the adoption of an international instrument, as the package itself does not
address liability issues, and the states' lack of will to embrace the bottom-up approach has
resulted in a stalemate at a time when cross-border provision of air navigation services is rapidly
expanding. As F. Schubert points out, "the complexity of the matter derives much less from the
intrinsic nature of liability itself, than from the possible difficulties to harmonise domestic
liability legislations".69 Yet it is clear that without international (or at least regional) solutions,70
the innovative and promising concept of functional airspace blocks may not develop into its
fully-fledged form. To exemplify the point, because of its geographical position, the functional
airspace block between Denmark and Sweden is a good candidate to join a larger block – the
North European FAB, consisting of Estonia, Finland, Latvia and Norway, but for that to happen,
interested parties must share a common vision of the ANSP liability framework to be
implemented.
Finally, even if the changing landscape of cross-border service provision in Europe does
not form a convincing argument in favour of an international liability framework, technological
advancements in the field of ATM certainly do. SESAR, the technical backbone of the Single
European Sky initiative, is introducing highly automated systems that suggest a gradual shift in
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the responsibility for the safety of the whole ANS system from service providers to ATM
equipment manufacturers and system developers,71 thereby raising new ANSP liability issues
that require legal regulation, and further emphasising the unsustainability of maintaining the
status quo.
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delivered at the 2nd International Conference on Models and Technologies for Intelligent Transportation Systems,
June 22-24, 2011, at 1 (2011).
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